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Abstract: The analysis and optimization of the operational and maintenance costs of water management systems is one of the key issues of their exploitation. This article presents a general model, supported by specially designed software, able to process the analysis of exploitation costs of multistate renewable systems. The proposed model allows for the consideration of costs related to preventive inspections and repairs and additional reliability associated costs, such as costs of the system in a state of deteriorated reliability and financial losses related to reduced serviceability of the system or a lack of rendering of services. By means of a multistate approach to the reliability analysis, the model allows for the determination of the level corresponding to the appropriate reliability state that, if exceeded, should result in undertaking the repair of the system. In this study, the MATLAB 9.13 (R2022b) environment was used for simulation and estimation of the costs of system maintenance and repairs according to the proposed model. The article presents the results of the optimization of exploitation and repair costs of water management systems, allowing the estimation of the optimal period between regular inspections while maintaining the safe operation of the system. The model and software proposed can be of assistance in supporting the decision process of maintenance planning for water management systems.
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1. Introduction and Literature Review

Water management systems are one of the essential infrastructures impacting civilian population livability [1,2]. Water demand generated by communities and industries keeps growing [3,4]; the growth of demand is additionally accelerated by the continuous expansion of urban centers [5]. The systems carry out a number of key tasks like providing adequate sanitary conditions, distributing drinking water of appropriate quality, drainage of urban areas, protection against flooding, supplying water for agriculture, and many others. The sustainability of water management systems is additionally impacted by the decline in freshwater sources caused by climate variability and recent changes in climate [3,6]; that is why effective administration is one of the crucial aspects determining their maintenance at the relevant level. Freshwater systems are also exposed to various external elements that interfere with their performance, like temperature fluctuations, pressure changes, and tectonic movements. Water supply systems, especially their underground components, are recognized as being unable to be appropriately resistant to critical external disruptions [7–10], which results in a continuous necessity for the implementation of innovative solutions. All entities involved in freshwater distribution are then forced to continuously develop and apply modern methods of management and maintenance of operational continuity [3,4]. The adoption of new solutions and technologies entails an
increase in the technical complexity of the systems [5] and, consequently, increases the costs of their functioning and maintenance [11–14]. Water management systems, because of the continuous necessity for adapting to new challenges, require uninterrupted significant investments [5]. Therefore, one of the key issues in the management of water systems is ensuring their uninterrupted functional continuity, connected to proper efficiency and reliability, at the lowest possible operating costs.

There are several research initiatives worldwide related to ensuring the respective quality and reliability of water distribution systems. Research works concern both the predicted growth of the population’s demand for fresh water, especially in urban centers, and the simultaneous increase in water scarcity. The activities are carried out in numerous fields. A number of studies are related to the more efficient use of fresh water [3,15,16]. They focus mainly on reducing non-revenue water amounts, as it has been estimated that between 30 and 40% of the total water supply is non-revenue water [3,17]. Investigations in this field are concentrated on the conservation of water and appropriate water demand management [6]. Another important issue concerning improving the efficiency of water management systems is wastewater reuse [18,19]. There are investigations highlighting the reuse of wastewater as one of the most important topics within water management systems [20–22]. These investigations result in the construction of models of the water resource cycle and water pollutant flow. The models help to improve the quality of the water and water resource allocation and to evaluate water utilization and technologies for purification [23,24]. The optimization of water supply networks is a consequent research field aiming to reflect both design and operation problems, resulting in a flow and pressure distribution that satisfies customer demands and, on the other hand, minimizes operational costs [25]. There are also works aiming to include carbon emission costs in the design and operation of water networks [5]. The results are multiobjective models using objectives in the analysis of life cycle costs, consumption of energy, greenhouse gas emissions, and consumption of resources [26]. Algorithms for minimizing the costs of pumping are another study direction, as the costs of energy consumed by pumps are a significant segment of the overall operational costs of systems of water supply [11]. Works carried out on this topic cover optimization models for planning of pump operations, reflecting hydraulic restrictions together with other operational and physical constraints [27–29]. Other studies examine the transformation of existing water distribution systems in order to improve management of urban runoffs and rainwaters [7]. These transformations are leading to the implementation of systems that are able to deliver a wide range of environmental, socioeconomic, and ecological services and benefits, contributing crucially to the sustainability of urban areas [30–33]. Furthermore, there is research covering the integration of different sectors of water systems [1,34] aiming to project integrated urban water management systems. The works concern strategic decision-making, multicriteria decision analysis, sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, and exploration of alternative water supplies [35–37].

An important segment of research related to fresh water distribution systems is composed of studies on cost optimization of systems. A number of studies concern the cost–benefit analysis of the implementation of rainwater collection systems [38]. One of the issues of concern in this field is the analysis of the cost efficiency of such systems in urban areas of high density [39]. Other works concern investigating the balance between investment costs of system installation and the benefits accrued from collected rainwater use [38]. There are also studies on the analysis of the reliability and costs of rainfall collection systems carried out by investigating the performance of the systems and analysis of life-cycle costs [40]. The obtained outcomes estimate the reliability of the system using average yearly rainfall data at any location [41]. The cost–benefit analysis of the methods of leakage reduction is another field of water supply systems optimization. This optimization is carried out by means of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses leading to the determination of appropriate leakage reduction methods including district metering, reduction in pressure, and renovation of pipes [42]. Several investigations have also been carried out
regarding multiobjective optimization of water management systems, taking into account total cost, reliability, and quality of the water [43]. Another issue in water supply infrastructure optimization is concerned with reducing costs and impact on the environment. This approach focuses on decreasing the amount of supplied influents and the consumption of resources and electricity [44]. Estimating economic benefits and costs of interventions that improve access to water distribution facilities is a successful approach to water supply system cost optimization by means of time saved due to improved access to sanitation and water services [45].

There are various approaches for determining the optimal strategy for system maintenance and repair. One of these approaches aims to maximize the system’s lifetime and its reliability at a particular operation time [46]. The aim of this approach is to determine the optimal reassignment time and strategy to ensure the balance of a system with multistate components for the entire operation time. There is also research focusing on maintenance optimization through minimization of the expected maintenance and repair cost for repairable systems [47–49]. Zhao et al., in [48], proposed an opportunistic maintenance strategy for a series system to minimize the expected average cost per time unit in the long run. Peng and Feng, in [49], used the Markov decision process for modelling condition-based maintenance. More specifically, the authors used the Gaussian process to describe the system condition and to model the state transition of a system. The objective of their research was to optimize the threshold of system condition that minimizes the maintenance cost for a nonrepairable system, considering corrective and preventive actions [49]. Other studies [50,51] concerned the management and planning of system maintenance and operating, stating that all additional reliability associated costs have to be included in the analysis of a system’s total life cycle costs. The problem of analysis of the total costs of system maintenance and its cost optimization is particularly complicated for multistate systems. Lisnianski et al. [50] indicated that reliability associated costs for repairable multistate systems usually are crucial in cost analysis of their maintenance and operation. For a certain type of multistate system, such as water management systems, reliability states are closely related to system performance and efficiency of system operation, and additional cost can be associated with the efficiency or the quality of services provided [52]. In this context, the problem of optimization of system maintenance and operation costs can be expressed as a function of system reliability and efficiency, where the objective is to find the system maintenance strategy that minimizes the total cost under uninterrupted and reliable system operation, providing high efficiency [53]. The authors of [54] highlighted the challenge presented by predicting the need for corrective and repair actions that reduce cost while maintaining the quality of systems and assets.

This paper presents a general model for water management system costs analysis and estimation along with software created for and dedicated to these purposes. We propose a multistate approach to the system degradation description that allows for the comparison of different strategies, including perfect and various kinds of imperfect repairs. The multistate approach to reliability analysis of technical systems, associated with the analysis of exploitation and repair costs of regularly inspected systems, is an innovative contribution to studies on analysis and optimization of system maintenance costs. The association, in the context of preventive and corrective maintenance, carried out during scheduled inspections, allows for the determination of the reliability state of the system which, if exceeded, results in conducting repairs during inspection. The analysis of the relations of the total exploitation and repair costs to various strategies of maintenance management and different inspections intervals allows for the determination of the optimal strategy of conducting repairs and maintenance (and the optimal interval time between inspections). In this manner, we can seek an optimal strategy that minimizes the cost of a system’s maintenance while satisfying safety requirements corresponding to the system’s reliability level. Such an approach has never been proposed for the purpose of optimization of the exploitation and repairs of multistate systems, in particular water management systems. To analyze and optimize the costs of system maintenance and
repairs, an application was created in order to simulate the costs with use of the MATLAB environment.

The main purpose of this paper is to solve the problem of optimizing the costs of exploitation and repairs of a water management system by means of appropriate scheduling of preventive, corrective, and repair actions. The objective of our research is to find the optimal interval between inspections which can minimize the maintenance and repair cost for the system, assuming that it is a multistate system. The proposed simulation application is based on a maintenance and repair strategy provided by the user as input data. By using this application, it is possible to compare different repair strategies, as shown in Section 4. The presented approach to the analysis of maintenance and repair costs takes into account the degradation process of the system. This process has an influence on its maintenance strategy and repair planning. By means of taking into account the reliability parameters of the system and applying a multistate approach to describe its degradation, we decide whether at the moment of planned inspection the corrective actions should be carried out depending on the system’s predicted reliability state. Consequently, by comparing the cost of system maintenance and repair to different values of inspection intervals, the main goal of our approach is to find the optimal inspection interval that allows for the minimization of maintenance and repair costs per time unit. The proposed model, supported by the created application, is applied to analyze the operation and repair costs for the water management system and to determine a maintenance and repair strategy, minimizing its total costs.

Our model, by taking into consideration the so-called “static cost” for each system state, enables one to include, in addition to the basic costs of repairs and inspections, costs associated with the system remaining in a worse state, e.g., reduced system efficiency, performance, or safety. In particular, apparently lower inspection and repair costs within a certain exploitation period can generate other costs associated with exploitation of the system and emerging from its reduced efficiency. In such a situation, a completely different strategy of inspection and repair scheduling, and of the system’s maintenance in general, can appear as more beneficial. Enhanced discussion on how the various “static costs” can influence determining the appropriate strategy of repairs, minimizing the total costs of system exploitation and repairs per time unit, is introduced in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. Description of Multistate Approach Model

We propose a multistate approach for the analysis of a system’s reliability and assume the system is degrading over time. We consider a multistate system in which the individual reliability states of the system and its components correspond to their levels of degradation and aging [55–57]. By “State 1”, we denote a state of full system reliability where the system can be described as “as good as new”, and subsequent states are marked with 2, 3, ..., ω. Depending on the number of specified reliability states, we assume that “State ω” is a state of complete degradation (damage to the system) in which the system cannot function. In the proposed multistate approach, the system, after leaving the state of “as good as new”, generally has worse reliability parameters. Thus, time $T(2)$, indicating that the system is in reliability State 2, can follow a different distribution than time $T(1)$, indicating that a system is in the best reliability state. By $T(j)$, we denote a random variable representing the lifetime of the system in reliability state $j$, where $j = 1, 2, ..., ω$.

In this paper, we apply the proposed multistate approach to reliability analysis and maintenance optimization of a water management system. Further, assuming that this system, at the initial moment of analysis, is in the state of “as good as new”, we define random variables $T_{1a}(\{1, 2, ..., j\})$ representing the system’s lifetime in reliability state subsets $\{1, 2, ..., j\}$, where $j = 1, 2, ..., ω − 1$.

With these notations, $T_{1a}(\{1\})$, $T_{1a}(\{1, 2\})$, and $T_{1a}(\{1, 2, 3\})$ denote, respectively, the times of the system being in reliability state subsets $\{1\}$, $\{1, 2\}$, and $\{1, 2, 3\}$. It can be observed
that $T_{sub}(\{1\}) \leq T_{sub}(\{1,2\}) \leq \cdots \leq T_{sub}(\{1,2,\ldots,\omega-1\})$, where $T_{sub}(\{1,2,\ldots,\omega-1\})$ represents the system’s lifetime, i.e., the time from the state of “as good as new” until total failure. These random variables can utilize different distributions, e.g., the Weibull distribution, and in the simulation program, we refer to that situation as the “Shock Degradation Mode” due to the possibility of transition from a given state to any worse reliability state, including the state of the system’s failure.

One of the basic reliability characteristics that characterizes a system’s degradation process is failure intensity. In the case of a multistate approach, intensities of departure from individual reliability states or reliability state subsets can be considered. In our proposed multistate approach model, the distribution of a system’s lifetimes in the reliability state subsets corresponds to intensities of departure from the subsets of reliability states. Consequently, the degradation intensity, denoted by $\lambda_j$, corresponds to the intensity of system departure from the subset of reliability states $[1, 2, \ldots, j]$, where $j = 1, 2, \ldots, \omega - 1$.

De Jonge et al. [58] consider perfect repairs and assume that both corrective and preventive maintenance make the system “as good as new”. The authors model a system deterioration process using a homogeneous gamma process. Van der Weide and Pandey [59] present an analytical model for evaluating the maintenance cost of engineering systems, including periodic inspections and condition-based preventive maintenance. They evaluate the cost rate as a function of inspection cost, maintenance, and unavailability. The authors highlight differences in the approach to maintenance cost evaluation for systems characterized by latent failures and self-announced failures. In the reliability analysis of renewable systems, when modelling their maintenance and estimating maintenance costs, the characteristics of system failures and information about them are of key importance. That is, whether failures are automatically detected (so-called self-announced failures, allowing the immediate reparation of the system) or the information about failures is hidden. In the latter case, a failure is not immediately visible (so-called latent failures), and therefore the failures can only be detected and repaired during a system’s inspections. Such classification of failure type in terms of maintenance and repair planning for a system is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Classification of failure types in systems and the corresponding repair planning options.](image-url)
In the proposed general model, we consider several aspects of a maintenance and repair strategy for multistate systems:

Perfect/imperfect repairs: every repair leaves the system in the state of full reliability/it is possible to carry out a partial repair (leaving the system in a better state, but not necessarily “as good as new”).

Always repair/custom repair objectives: every inspection finding the system in a state worse than State 1 results in a repair/for certain states; it is allowed to wait for further deterioration instead of implementing repair actions right away.

Repairs only during inspections/possibility of emergency repairs: the state of the system is assessed only during scheduled inspections/after certain conditions are met; it is possible to request unscheduled emergency repair.

In particular, to make emergency repairs possible, it is crucial that a certain degree of deterioration is detectable without inspections (self-announced). If the system reaches such a state and the time before the next inspection is too long, an unscheduled repair can be conducted, possibly with a certain delay and additional costs. In this paper, we assume that only perfect repairs are possible and focus on minimizing the maintenance cost by optimizing the interval between inspections, adjusting the repair objectives and considering whether emergency repairs can be performed or not.

2.2. System Maintenance Cost and Its Optimization

In the model, we make several assumptions regarding the inspections. First, they occur at regular intervals. Second, they do not interfere with the system operation, and therefore their durations are negligible (or we can just include such duration as a part of the interval between inspections). For convenience, let us assume that the dividing point between two adjacent cycles is the end of the inspection at which the repair decision is made. Therefore, the length of each cycle can be expressed as an integer multiple of the interval duration between successive inspections.

We denote the number of production cycles by \( n \). The length of the \( i \)th cycle, where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), can be expressed by formula

\[
T_{C_i} = T_{RF} + \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} T_{C_i(j)} = N_i T_B,
\]

where \( T_{RF} \) is the recovery time from the state the system was in at the beginning of cycle to the state of “as good as new”, in the case of perfect repairs, or to another better reliability state in the case of imperfect repairs; \( T_{C_i(j)} \) is the time during which the system was in the \( j \)th, \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, M_i \), reliability state during the \( i \)th cycle, i.e., between the end of repair and the end of a given cycle, where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \); \( T_B \) is the length of the interval between successive inspections; and \( N_i \) is the number of scheduled inspections during the \( i \)th cycle.

Note that depending on the repair objectives, some values of variables \( T_{C_i(j)} \) representing the time of the system being in reliability states can equal zero. For example, if the system is repaired to State 2 and the next repair is undertaken in State 3, then, during this cycle, \( T_{C_i(4)} = T_{C_i(1)} = 0 \). Inequality \( T_{C_i(fin)} < T_B \) always holds, where \( fin \) is the final reliability state of a system in a given cycle.

With some inputs, it may occur that \( T_{RF} > T_B \). In such cases, we cancel all inspections that would happen during repairs. Hence, the number of actually conducted inspections can be smaller than \( N_i \) for each production cycle.

We assume that the system is in a state of “as good as new” (possibly brand new) at the beginning of the simulation, and hence, in the first cycle, we have \( T_{RF} = 0 \). Other cycles begin when the inspection is completed and the decision to repair the system is made. In the latter case, the cycle begins with system repair. Repair time is included in the period between inspections, so that inspections take place at regular intervals. In a special case, if the repair takes a long time—exceeding the time between inspections—all inspections during the repair and their costs are automatically ignored.
The cost of maintaining the system during a single cycle is

\[ C_{ci} = C(\omega)T_{RF} + C_{RF} + \sum_{j=1}^{\omega} C(j)T_{ci}(j) + N_{insp}(i)C_{insp}, \]  

(2)

where \( C(j) \) is the cost of the system staying in the \( j \)th reliability state for a unit of time (we include here the cost of operating the system and financial losses related to reduced system performance, e.g., reduced profit caused by reduced production); \( C_{RF} \) is the repair cost of the system from the state it was in at the beginning of cycle; \( N_{insp}(i) \) is the number of inspections conducted during the \( i \)th cycle, \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \); and \( C_{insp} \) is the cost of a single inspection.

During system repair, the system cannot function and perform its tasks, which is associated with additional costs. Hence, in the model, the system maintenance costs during the cycle are additionally supplemented with the costs of the system being out of order while carrying out the system repair \( T_{RF} \). Let us recall that the last state is the worst, in the reliability sense, i.e., State \( \omega \) is a state of total system failure. Therefore, the cost of a system being out of order for a fixed time unit is denoted by \( C(\omega) \). The cost and time of repair may depend on the system state at the moment of inspection and the decision about its repair. In addition, taking into account the possibility of incomplete repairs, this cost also depends on the state to which the system will be repaired. Taking the above into account, the formula allowing the estimation of the cost of the system’s repairs and maintenance during the \( i \)th cycle takes the following form:

\[ C_{ci} = C(\omega)T_{RF}(s_i, r(s_i)) + C_{RF}(s_i, r(s_i)) + \sum_{j=1}^{\omega} C(j)T_{ci}(j) + N_{insp}(i)C_{insp}. \]  

(3)

In Formula (3), \( C_{RF}(s_i, r(s_i)) \) represents the cost of repair from reliability state \( s_i \) to state \( r(s_i) \). As mentioned before, the overall cost can be increased depending on the time of repair-related shutdown \( T_{RF}(s_i, r(s_i)) \). If such a repair does not require the shutting down of the system, we assume that \( T_{RF}(s_i, r(s_i)) = 0 \). By \( s_i \) we denote the state of the system at the moment of making the decision to repair the system during the \( i \)th cycle. States \( r(s_i) \) are specified by the chosen repair strategy. The proposed model and the corresponding application allow the comparison of the total cost of a system’s repairs and maintenance under different repair strategies.

For certain types of systems, it is reasonable to assume that repairs to a better state, in terms of its reliability, are more expensive. In such cases, the following condition holds:

\[ C_{RF}(j, k) \geq C_{RF}(j, k + 1), \text{ where } j > k + 1, k \geq 1. \]  

(4)

Similarly, we assume that repairs to the same reliability state are more expensive in the case of repair from the worse reliability state, with formal notation of this condition:

\[ C_{RF}(j, k) \leq C_{RF}(j + 1, k), \text{ where } j > k, k \geq 1. \]  

(5)

However, in special cases, the transition of a system from the state of total failure \( \omega \) to the state of “as good as new” means replacing the system with a new one, which may turn out to be cheaper and faster than system renovation to some better state in terms of reliability, e.g., \( \omega - 1 \) or \( \omega - 2 \). Such a situation may occur due to high repair costs as well as additional costs concerned with the system being out of order. The proposed model and computer program can be applied in both situations described above.

In the application, we also include the possibility of emergency repair. That is, when the system reaches a certain self-announcing state \( s_E \) and the time left until the next inspection is longer than \( T_E \), the emergency crew is called for (at the cost of \( C_E ) \), arriving with delay of \( T_D \), and conducting an inspection and repair for standard costs. The periodicity of standard inspections remains unperturbed. We decide to omit the related general formulas for the sake of clarity.

Next, we can estimate the total cost of a system’s maintenance and repairs during the observation time:
\[
TotalCost = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_{Ci},
\]

where cost during the \(i\)th cycle \(C_{Ci}\) is provided by Formula (3).

We formulate the optimization problem as the task of minimizing the total cost of system operation, maintenance, and repair by adjusting the inspection interval and taking into account the repair objectives that can refer to ensuring an appropriate level of system operation and availability of services. Therefore, the objective function takes the form of

\[
\min_{T_B, r(\cdot)} \{TotalCost\},
\]

where \(T_B\) is the length of the interval between successive inspections and \(r(\cdot)\) denotes the repair pattern, i.e., the set of instructions on whether to repair each state and to what extent.

We illustrate the changes in the reliability state over time in Figure 2, referring to the water management system analyzed in the following sections. As the system is considered as a four-state system, in the exemplary illustration, we refer to such a situation, assuming that the system is repaired after transition to State 3, and that actions are carried out that return the system to State 1 of full ability. Consequently, repairs are carried out if during inspection, the system is in the reliability State 3 or worse in the reliability sense, i.e., State 4.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Illustration of changes in the system’s reliability state over time.

As shown in Figure 2, the system’s transition between successive inspections from State 2 to State 4 can take place in a short time. In such situations, the system’s repair while it is in State 3, before its failure, is impossible. Moreover, we also consider sudden system failure without transition through intermediate states.

**2.3. Simulation of System Maintenance Cost**

The authors developed an application for simulating and estimating the costs of system maintenance and repairs in the MATLAB 9.13 (R2022b) environment using additional MATLAB libraries such as the Optimization Toolbox and Statistics Toolbox. Figure 3 displays a flowchart of the program, with layers labeled as Initialization, Main Loop, and Output. The application is versatile and allows for cost analysis of renewable systems by implementing the aforementioned model.
The procedure steps required for cost analysis with the use of the proposed application are presented below:

1. First, the user enters data in the presentation layer and the communication layer of the application. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the parameters required to perform the simulation.
   a. Determine the number of system reliability states and parameters of each of these states.
   b. Define the maintenance and repair strategy and set the repair objectives for a system, i.e., decide whether repair actions are carried out in a given state and, if so, to what state the system is repaired, taking into account the possibility of perfect and imperfect repairs.
   c. Determine the cost and the duration of repairs for the system to reach individual reliability states from other, worse states.
   d. Determine the remaining necessary parameters for the operation and repair of the system. Such parameters include the operational costs of running and servicing the system in individual reliability states and the costs of inspections.
   e. Decide whether emergency repairs are possible and input the related parameters such as delay, additional cost, and trigger conditions.

2. The entered data related to the application is stored and managed in the data layer. These data are then processed by the application to estimate costs through a simulation. An illustration of cost simulation function is shown in the flowchart (Figure 4). Further description of the application is provided in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Again, for the sake of clarity, we do not include the steps related to emergency repair.

3. The cost simulation application allows for the estimation of total costs of system maintenance and repair as well as comparison of different inspection and repair objectives. The results are graphically illustrated in the presentation layer with the possibility of analyzing the cost structure. To standardize the results of simulations, costs...
are normalized and provided per time unit. The simulation results for a water management system are described in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4.

Figure 4. Flowchart of cost simulation function.

3. Simulation Model and Its Application to a Water Management System

3.1. Water Management System Reliability States

Reliability states of technical systems are usually divided into two main categories: states of fitness (also referred to as ability/safety/reliability states) and states of unfitness (inability/failure/unreliability states) [60–63]. States of fitness represent a system’s readiness to process its operational tasks and ability to maintain its functional capabilities [64,65]. States of unfitness represent, in general, a system’s failures, meaning its inability to fulfill its operational characteristics and loss of functional ability, fully or partially [66,67]. The literature also includes a number of examples of intermediate states, illustrating system functionality between states of entire reliability and of total inability. The intermediate states are generally denominated as “Emergency” [61,62,68] or “Under Threat” [69–71]. In general, the emergency or under-threat states represent a situation when system operation is disrupted by unintentional events, but the system is partially able to process its operational tasks or incompletely maintain its functional capabilities.

For the purposes of this article, four reliability states of water management systems are determined, reflecting costs generated by the system operating at a certain reliability state (previously described as “state costs”):

- State 1: state of entire ability—representing a situation when the water management system is fully processing its operational tasks at minimal state cost.
- State 2: state of restricted ability—appearing when disruptions of unintentional events interfere with system functionality. The system is still able to process its operational tasks and is fully able to maintain its functional capabilities; however, this state is associated with a rise in operational costs.
• State 3: state of emergency—disruptions within the system result in its restricted ability to process operational tasks; the system’s functional capabilities are also decreased. Simultaneously, state cost is significantly higher.

• State 4: state of total inability—emerging when the system stops operating and is unable to maintain its functional capabilities.

3.2. Application Parameters and Assumptions

In order to simulate operation of the system and calculate its maintenance cost, our application requires the user to provide several parameters. We present them in this section along with assumptions regarding the water management system.

3.2.1. System Parameters and Assumptions

As our optimization problem focuses on determining a maintenance and repair strategy, in a simulation program, we normalize cost-related parameters and obtain total costs per time unit. We include the following parameters in the simulation:

• Inspection Objectives—the objectives of the inspection have to be defined in the case of a multistate system; for each imperfect state of the system, we declare whether it should be repaired to a perfect state, to some improved imperfect state, or not repaired at all; for the water management system, we assume that only perfect repairs (to the state of entire ability) are carried out (perfect repair can also mean replacing a system component with a new one). However, since State 2, of restricted ability, allows the operation of the system, we consider and compare two cases: “always repair” (repair when either of States 2, 3, or 4 is detected) and “repair from State 3” (that is, repair if a state of emergency or system failure is detected, and leave State 2 unrepaired);

• Emergency Repair Option—additional option of conducting repairs between scheduled inspections at extra cost. In the case study, we assume the emergency crew can be called immediately if the system reaches State 4 (the system operation stops) and no inspection is scheduled within the next 5 days. They arrive 2 days later (assumed delay), carry out the inspection and repair at usual costs, and charge an additional five units of cost for the unplanned repair. We also consider the possibility of calling them in State 3 (assuming that deterioration to the state of threat is self-announced);

• Repair Cost—direct costs related to the repair, such as the cost of repairs or replacement of components/subassemblies and the costs of labor of the servicing crew. For a multistate system, these costs may differ depending on the desired repair effect. For the case study, we assume the perfect repair costs two units of cost from State 2, three units from State 3, and ten units from State 4;

• Repair Time—the time required to perform a given variant of repair during which the system becomes shut down, resulting in additional operational costs. For the case study, we assume that repair from State 4 takes 4 days. As the repair from State 2 and State 3 in the considered system does not require a shutdown, we consider zero to be their Repair Time value;

• State Cost—all additional reliability associated costs per time unit; these costs are provided for each reliability state of the system as they are generated by the system operating in that state; apart from regular costs related to operation, it may also include the loss of profit (for example, due to the hydroelectric plant working at reduced efficiency). In the case study, the state cost (daily cost of the system being in imperfect state) is 0.5 of cost unit for State 2, 2 units for State 3, and 10 for State 4;

• Inspection Cost—a fixed cost of each inspection performed, regardless of whether it results in performing a repair or not; inspections occur periodically and are called off only when they happen during an ongoing repair. We assume that an inspection either does not require the shutdown of the system or that the time of such shutdown is negligible and, in that case, the cost of the shutdown should be included as a part
of the Inspection Cost parameter. For the case study, we assume it equals one unit of cost.

In the version of the computer application presented, we assume that the times of the system being in reliability states or in reliability state subsets follow Weibull distributions with shape and scale parameters provided by a user. The model that is proposed is a general one and can be applied for various system reliability distributions. It is possible to use any other distributions with a slight modification of the code.

We recall that the probability density function of Weibull distribution with scale $\alpha$ and shape $\beta$ is provided by

$$f_{\alpha,\beta}(x) = \left(\frac{\beta}{\alpha}\right)^{\beta} \cdot \left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^{\beta-1} \cdot e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^\beta}, \quad x \geq 0,$$

and the cumulative probability function is

$$F_{\alpha,\beta}(x) = 1 - e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^\beta}.$$  

In the literature, lifetimes of a system and its components often follow such distributions [72,73]. Waghmode and Sahasrabudhe [72] used a stochastic point process to describe the reliability of a repairable system and Weibull distribution to model system lifetime. The approach proposed in [72] is applied to a typical repairable system such as an industrial pump. In [73], Weibull distribution was applied to describe the reliability of multistate components of wind farm infrastructure. Debón et al. [74] applied the Weibull model and analyzed the risk of failure for water supply networks by using Weibull distribution. Liuzzo et al. [38] used the Weibull distribution to describe water demand in order to provide reliability analysis of a rainwater harvesting system. Kossieris and Makropoulos [75] applied the Weibull distribution to model residential water demand for efficient water system management. In this paper, we use the Weibull distribution to describe the reliability of a water management system; more precisely, to model the times of a system being in reliability state subsets.

In the simulation program, for the assumed Weibull distribution, we have to provide its parameters, i.e., the Weibull shape and scale parameters. These parameters are provided for the times of the system being in reliability states in the Gradual Degradation Mode and for the times of the system being in reliability state subsets in the Shock Degradation Mode. For a water management system, we consider the possibility of unexpected system failure from any reliability state; hence, we refer to the second of the above cases.

We consider a water management system as a four-state system with reliability states defined in Section 3.1. Consequently, the cumulative probability functions corresponding to a system’s lifetimes in reliability state subsets are provided. The values of scale parameters are estimated per year. For the time of a system’s being in the state of entire ability $T_{sub}((1))$, i.e., State 1, it takes the following form:

$$F(t, T_{sub}((1))) = 1 - e^{-\left(\frac{t}{0.4597}\right)^4}.$$  

The cumulative probability function for time $T_{sub}((1,2))$ of a system being in a state subset $\{1, 2\}$, i.e., in a state of entire or restricted ability, is

$$F(t, T_{sub}((1,2))) = 1 - e^{-\left(\frac{t}{1.0033}\right)^4}.$$  

Finally, the cumulative probability function for system lifetime $T_{sub}((1,2,3))$, corresponding to the time until a system’s total loss of function, is

$$F(t, T_{sub}((1,2,3))) = 1 - e^{-\left(\frac{t}{1.7206}\right)^3}.$$
3.2.2. Simulation Parameters

The application requires that the following parameters are set before the simulation is run:

- **Production Cycles**—this parameter determines the supposed duration of the run of the simulation. In general, the higher the number of production cycles, the more stable the results of the simulation. Each production cycle ends exactly at the beginning of a new repair, which happens at the start of the next cycle. If the system reaches the state of total loss of function and the inspection objective for that state is “do not repair”, it cannot be repaired ever again. In that unordinary case, the production cycle is terminated at the time of the nearest inspection.

- **Min/Max Interval**—these values identify the minimal/maximal inspection interval considered in the simulation.

- **Step**—the fixed difference between two consecutive inspection intervals considered in the simulation. For example, if our intention is to generate the plot for intervals 10, 15, 20, ..., 100, we set Min Interval = 10, Max Interval = 100, and Step = 5.

- **Run ... Times**—if this box is checked, the simulation runs the chosen number of times. Then, in the Cost Plot tab, three curves are displayed, depicting the maximal, minimal, and average values obtained for each inspection interval. In the current version of the application, this checkbox does not alter the way other plots are generated.

- **Hold The Data**—if the box is checked, a new Cost Plot is added on top of previously drawn plots without removing them. This is useful for comparisons.

3.3. Application Description and Results

Upon the launch of the application, a GUI is initialized and default parameters are loaded. The Cost Simulation function is then executed using these parameters, and initial plots are drawn. From this point on, the user can change the parameters in the GUI and execute the simulation by clicking the “Simulate” button. The plots are automatically drawn after the calculations are completed. The flowchart of cost simulation, illustrating the application’s operation and individual stages of data processing, is presented in Figure 4.

The cost simulation application we created allows the analysis of the structure of total cost by distinguishing direct cost of repairs, cost of all inspections, and operational cost. State Structure Plot allows the comparison of the percentage of a system being in certain reliability states and in repair. Since the overall time of the system running within the simulation depends both on the initial parameters and on the random values sampled from the Weibull distributions, Total Cost by itself is not a good variable when it comes to further analysis. It requires normalization; we divide it by the total time of the system running in order to estimate the cost per single unit of time.

3.4. Case Study Results

This subsection presents the analysis of the operation and the maintenance cost of a water management system, obtained from a simulation program created in the MATLAB environment. The application is described in Sections 2.3 and 3.3 of this paper. The analysis is conducted under assumptions provided in Section 3.2, according to the methodology presented in Section 2. As a result of simulation, we obtain the total operation and maintenance costs normalized per unit of time, calculated for different values of inspection intervals $T_s$. Cost simulation by the application allows for the analysis of total cost structure and indicates the optimal value of inspection interval that minimizes total cost under the assumed maintenance strategy. Moreover, the simulation application allows the comparison of results for various parameters and inspection objectives, reinforcing the decision-making process of choosing the optimal maintenance strategy.

Figures 5 and 6 show operation and maintenance cost of the system under a maintenance policy in line with the assumptions provided in Section 3.2.1. Figure 5 refers to the
case of conducting repairs if the system, at the moment of inspection, is in State 2 (restricted ability) or worse. This strategy is hereinafter referred to as the “always repair” policy. Figure 6 presents results in the case of conducting repairs if the system is in State 3 or State 4, and we hereafter refer to this policy as “repair from State 3”. In both cases, we assume the possibility of conducting repairs between scheduled inspections at extra cost (referred as “emergency repair”) in the case that the system stops operating.

![Figure 5](image1.png)

**Figure 5.** Cost structure in the case of “always repair” policy and emergency repair in State 4.

Figures 5 and 6 additionally show the structure of total operation and maintenance costs, indicating the share of individual cost types, i.e., operational (state costs), repair (with repair associated costs), and inspection costs.

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6.** Cost structure in the case of “repair from State 3” policy and emergency repair in State 4.
As expected, both in Figures 5 and 6, it is apparent that when inspections happen too frequently, most of them encounter the system in State 1, and these unnecessary inspections generate high costs. On the other hand, when too much time elapses between inspections, the system spends more time in deteriorated states, generating higher operational costs. The inspection interval for which the minimal cost is reached equals 25 days for “always repair” and 23 days for “repair from State 3”. Further graphical comparison of these cases is presented in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Comparison of total maintenance costs. The blue plot indicates “always repair” policy with emergency repair option (depicted earlier in Figure 5); the orange one indicates “repair from State 3” policy with emergency repair option (the case from Figure 6); the yellow one indicates “repair from State 3” policy without emergency repair.](image)

The blue plot in Figure 7 highlights the importance of the early recognition of slight damages. For any particular inspection interval, the “always repair” strategy generates less costs than “repair from State 3”. Therefore, as long as it is feasible, the former is a more beneficial strategy for the system’s maintenance. With an optimal inspection interval of approximately 25 days, we achieve maintenance cost reduction of around four times compared to the scenario without early damage recognition. Due to the emergency team’s response time being relatively low, it is evident that an emergency repair strategy is crucial for minimizing costs for longer inspection intervals, whereas its influence on maintenance cost or optimal maintenance interval is of less importance.

For practical reasons, it is often convenient for periodic inspections to always be scheduled on the same weekday. In that case, we consider only inspection intervals of 7, 14, 21 days, etc. (Figure 8). Results presented in Figure 8 refer to the maintenance strategy named “always repair”, without the emergency repair option.
As can be seen, the daily cost reaches the minimum of circa 0.95 both for the inspection interval of 21 days (every 3 weeks) and 28 days (every 4 weeks). In order to make the decision on which option is preferable, it is convenient to analyze the state and cost structure in each of these cases.

In the structural plots from Figure 9, we observe a decrease in inspection costs and an increase in the operational cost contribution to the overall cost structure when changing the inspection interval from 21 days to 28 days. There is also a slight increase in the participation of State 3, but the change in State 4 participation is negligible. In this example, the choice between either of the two minima does not affect the overall state structure (and system reliability). However, the differences in cost structure are more evident, helping the company to decide which interval to pick depending on its priorities.

Figure 8. Total maintenance cost under “always repair” policy with inspections always on a given weekday.

Figure 9. State structure and cost structure under “always repair” policy: (a) for inspection interval of 21 days; (b) for inspection interval of 28 days.
4. Sensitivity Analysis of Cost Parameters and Discussion of Maintenance Strategies

Another aspect that can be adjusted in order to optimize maintenance cost is the set of conditions under which the emergency crew would be called. According to Figure 10, it is generally better to call them as soon as the system reaches State 3 instead of limiting their role to repairing from State 4, that of total loss of function. However, the differences are not very large, proving the effectiveness of the “always repair” policy by itself. In particular, for small inspection intervals, the differences are almost unnoticeable (the frequent inspections are sufficient to keep the system in good condition, making emergency repairs very occasional).

![Figure 10. Total maintenance cost under “always repair” policy with three different conditions of calling the emergency crew (blue—call in State 3, orange—call in State 4, yellow—never call; the minimal cost is reached for inspection interval of 28, 26, and 25 days, respectively).](image)

In this plot, we observe the impact of emergency repair conditions on maintenance cost. This influence becomes apparent as the inspection interval length increases, and the most significant difference is observed between emergency actions taken for State 3 and State 4. When the inspection intervals range from 1 to 110, the difference between emergency actions in State 4 and no emergency repairs is negligible. If the emergency team is not readily available, it is advisable to schedule inspections within this mentioned interval range to mitigate potential risks.

The aim of the conducted study is to analyze the results of the total costs for various system maintenance and repair strategies in order to select the best cost-benefit option. Table 1 presents the results of average yearly costs in the case of an “always repair” policy, assuming that repairs or preventive and corrective actions are carried out only during scheduled inspections without an emergency repair option (referred further as ”no emergency opt.”). Total costs, presented in Tables 1 and 2, are estimated by using a single inspection cost as a unit. In addition to total repair and maintenance costs, Table 1 illustrates cost structure by separating operational costs related to system exploitation, costs related to the repairs carried out, and inspection costs. Additionally, total cost components (operational, repair, and inspection costs) are provided as a percentage of total yearly costs.
Table 1. Total maintenance costs under “always repair” policy without emergency repair option, estimated per year and referring to a single inspection cost as a unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Interval</th>
<th>Average Yearly Costs (Structure)</th>
<th>Total Yearly Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.54 (14%)</td>
<td>4.86 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.68 (25%)</td>
<td>4.82 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.92 (36%)</td>
<td>4.70 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 (^1)</td>
<td>15.67 (45%)</td>
<td>4.69 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18.89 (53%)</td>
<td>4.64 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>21.94 (59%)</td>
<td>4.54 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>24.65 (64%)</td>
<td>4.52 (12%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note(s): \(^1\) optimal value of inspection interval.

Table 2 compares the total maintenance and repair costs estimated per year in the case of an “always repair” system policy assuming “no emergency opt.”, provided in Table 1, to the results with an emergency repair option in State 3 (referred as “emergency in State 3”).

Table 2. Total maintenance costs under “always repair” policy without emergency repair and with emergency repair option in State 3, estimated per year and referring to a single inspection cost as a unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Interval</th>
<th>Total Yearly Costs</th>
<th>Possible Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“No Emergency Opt.”</td>
<td>“Emergency in State 3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>48.09</td>
<td>47.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>38.89</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>35.88</td>
<td>34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 (^1)</td>
<td>34.99 (^1)</td>
<td>33.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>35.70</td>
<td>33.35 (^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>36.93</td>
<td>33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>38.34</td>
<td>35.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note(s): \(^1\) minimal total cost for optimal inspection interval.

In further analysis of total system maintenance costs, we consider the “always repair” strategy without an emergency repair option to analyze the sensitivity of results depending on other cost parameters.

Figure 11 features 10 plots depicting system maintenance cost for inspection ranging from 1 to 10 units. System reliability parameters and other cost components do not change. It can be observed that the differences in total costs are significant with regard to frequent inspections. When the intervals between inspections are longer, the differences decrease because of the alternative structure of costs and lower contribution of inspection costs in the total exploitation costs of the system.

In the case of small water structures, the inspection cost can become significant compared to potential daily failure costs or costs associated with reduced efficiency. In such cases, it becomes apparent that the optimal inspection interval increases rapidly for inspection costs ranging from 1 to 5. As the inspection cost increases further, the plots become flatter near the minima. In such a case, we gain more flexibility in choosing an inspection interval without changing the overall maintenance cost.
Figure 11. Comparison of total maintenance costs for inspection cost ranging from 1 to 10 units.

Table 3 indicates the changes in the optimal length of interval between inspections, minimizing total exploitation and maintenance costs in relation to the cost of a single inspection.

Table 3. Optimal inspection intervals, minimizing total maintenance costs, for inspection cost ranging from 1 to 10 units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection Cost</th>
<th>Optimal Inspection Interval (in Days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note(s): 1 Inspection Cost is expressed in fixed cost unit.

Figure 12 depicts the impact of various operational costs related to the state of restricted ability on the total maintenance cost. When the cost of State 2 is equal to zero, we can consider entering this state as the activation of an early warning system with no influence on the overall system output. It is evident that as the costs generated by State 2 increase, maintenance cost increases and the optimal inspection interval decreases rapidly.

The sensitivity analysis, due to differences in operational costs related to exploitation of the system in State 3, is shown in Figure 13. The costs are expressed by certain units for one day of exploitation, and thus, their share in total exploitation and repair costs of the system depends also on the time of the system staying in this state. It can be noted that the differences in the total costs are low at relatively short inspection intervals. The
optimal values of these intervals, with exploitation costs in State 3 increasing from one to five per day, slowly decrease from 27 days to 23 days. However, overall cost remains similar for these five cases. This follows from the fact that frequent inspections result in rapid detection of any fluctuations in the system, and consequently the time of the system staying in State 3 is short. The analysis of sensitivity of the total system maintenance costs, associated with increase in costs related to the system being in State 4, is very similar (Figure 14).

**Figure 12.** Comparison of total maintenance costs depending on the daily cost related to State 2: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1 units.

**Figure 13.** Comparison of total maintenance costs depending on the daily cost related to State 3: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 units.
5. Conclusions

One of intended objectives of water management systems, including water supply and water distribution systems, which are critical municipal infrastructures, is ensuring communities and industries receive an uninterrupted supply of safe and clean (within certain parameters) water, while taking into account its ever-increasing demand. In this context, the planning of maintenance and repair of the system leading to its undisrupted and possibly low-cost performance is a crucial and tangible issue. Concerning the cost–benefit analysis of such systems, it is important to minimize total cost while simultaneously ensuring the system’s uninterrupted operation and maintenance of its functional capabilities. The proposed model and software, constructed on this basis, allows to the conduction of analysis of the maintenance and repair costs of systems for various repair objectives and inspection intervals. As a result, we can determine a maintenance and repair strategy that minimize the total cost. Moreover, the proposed multistate approach to degradation description allows to the setting of the rules regarding conducting repairs, depending on the system condition, corresponding to a certain reliability state. In this way, we can look for the most cost-effective strategy for the system’s upkeep while satisfying safety requirements corresponding to the system’s reliability level. Estimated cost does not have to be interpreted as purely financial, as one can also adjust the cost parameters to reflect incalculable risks and consequences. The structure of maintenance costs and reliability states allows the monitoring of whether a given strategy guarantees fulfilling additional requirements. Therefore, the simulation application can support the decision-making process of choosing a maintenance strategy for water management systems.

The assumption of the analysis and optimization of the system maintenance cost proposed in the manuscript considers the system as a single unit and does not take into account its reliability structure. Our future research will also take into account the system’s reliability structure and the reliability of its components considering eventual dependencies among them or subsystems that the system is built of. In this context, we plan to conduct deep analysis of systems related to water supply for societies and water treatment
systems, both in terms of optimization of their exploitation and repairs, and analysis of their reliability and availability, taking into account their structure. One of the system types that can be analyzed and optimized in this way is membrane-based point-of-use water treatment systems. This has become a revolutionary technique in water treatment technologies and is widely analyzed in [76].
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